For questions, email mudstock@mccys.org or call 918-351-7700
1. Shoes are recommended. Bring backup shoes, duct tape, socks, etc. Cleats are allowed.
2. 3 pool play games will seed for 3 different Single Elimination Brackets. Top Bracket will include teams that won at
least 2 of the 3 pool play games. Mid Bracket will include teams that won at least 1 of 3 pool play games or teams
that do not want to play in the Top Bracket. Fun Bracket will include only those teams that did not win a game in
pool play. The Top Bracket teams will be competing for prizes. The Mid and Fun Brackets will be competing for
bragging rights.
3. Maximum of SIX players on the court at one time during a game. TWO of the players must be female and on the
court at all times. Teams can play with FIVE players but TWO must be female. Team rosters limited to TEN players.
4. Players may only play on ONE team throughout the tournament.
5. ALL players MUST sign and turn in a waiver with their team’s packet before playing.
6. All games will use rally scoring to 25.
7. Every serve is worth a point. No "do over" serve.
8. When the receiving team gains the right to serve they are to rotate alternate players and rotate server.
9. Players do not have to rotate on the court. Only the alternate players and server have to rotate.
10. Players must keep proper relative position before each serve.
11. A female player is to serve after two male players have served consecutive rotations. All players must take turns
serving.
12. If the ball hits mud before hitting solid ground, it's "IN".
13. If the ball hits a pole or its support cables, it is "OUT". If the ball hits the net on a serve, it is "IN". On a return of
serve and thereafter, if the ball hits the net or the net cables it is still "IN PLAY".
14. The serving team will call out the score before each serve. The referee will motion for serve.
15. Serves will be made from the back right with server standing in mud. If, in the referee's judgment the server is too
far out of position, the serve will be replayed.
16. Overhead / open hand serve is allowed.
17. Players can play, but not attack, serve or spike the ball from outside the court.
18. Players may not reach across the net to attack a ball. Players may reach across the net to block a ball, provided
that attacking team does not have a play on the ball or has used their allowed three team hits.
19. Only front row players may attack or block the ball when it is above the height of the net.
20. All net violations will be called. Hair touching the net is not a violation. Clothing touching the net is a violation.
21. Players may not enter another court during, before, or after an attempt to play the ball.
22. Maximum of three team hits per side. A female does not have to touch the ball. A block does not count as a hit.
23. The ball may be played by any part of the body, as long as it is not held or thrown. Obvious carries or lifts will be
called.
24. Incidental contact under the net is not a fault. Players may cross under the net as long as they do not interfere
with players on the opposing team. The opposing player does not have to be making a play on the ball for there
to be interference.
25. "Ball On" will only be called if the ball interferes with play, (directly or indirectly), or if the ball becomes a safety
hazard.
26. All Jewelry (watches, necklaces, bracelets, etc.) should be removed.
27. Registration begins at 8am and games begin at 9am at Three Forks Harbor in Muskogee.

